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WRITE FOR THE ·oTHER PRESS, 
WHERE CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO TYPOLINESS! 
GUIDELINES 
The weekly deadline for submissions is 
Wednesday for publication the following 
Wednesday. Letters to the Editor, vacant sec-
tions, and "time-sensitive" articles (weekend 
news, sports, and cultural reviews) will be 
accepted until Saturday noon and can be sub-
mitted to the editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
All other submissions should be forward-
ed to the appropriate section editor. Please 
include your name, phone number/ email 
address, and word count, and submit via 
email as an MS Word.doc attachment to the 
attention of the appropriate editor. 
The Other Press is run by a collective, 
which means all decisions are reached via a 
democratic voting process. Membership in 
the voting collective is open to any person 
who has contributed to at least two of three 
consecutive issues. Those interested in join-
ing the Other Press collective should contact 











THE OP MUSIC CHARTS - Otherwise known as ... 
What we listened to during the creation of this issue: 
O kkervil River- D on't Fall in Love with Everyone You See 
Spiri t O f The West-Tripping Up The Stairs 
Silver Jews-Tanglewood Numbers 
The Decemberists-Picaresque 
Heavy Trash-Self Tided 
Happy McMittens Day. 
LETTITOR 
Everyone deserves a mulligan from 
time to time. Last week's Lettitor was 
mine. Sorry 'bout that. 
In return for your kindness and 
. understanding on that matter, I'm going 
to do the right thing for once and keep 
this week's letter short. 
Basically, I have so much to say that 
I could damn near fill this entire paper 
with nothing but my insane ramblings 
and irreverent viewpoints. Instead, I'll 
sum it up in one idea: Pay attention. 
You heard me, I said, "Pay atten-
tion." 
I was brutally reminded last holiday 
season of just how short life can be 
with the passing of my favourite girl 
ever, Carly Reid. I could (and plan to) 
write an epic poem about what Carly, a 
former Douglas student, meant to me. 
But like I said, I'm keeping this short. 
Basically, I just want to say that 
dumb-ass sounding colloquialisms 
often exist for a reason. To that end, 
there truly is no time like the present to 
get on with doing what you need to do. 
Always wanted to see Japan? Make a 
plan and go, ya dummy. Has being fab-
ulously rich always enticed you? Go 
forth and earn like Trump. Make a plan 
and follow through. The only thing lim-
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iting us in this world is the too-often 
innate human ability to doubt our own 
prowess. 
And speaking of prowess, you 
should see the girth of great articles we 
have for you in this week's Other Press. 
From News to Last Call, there are tons 
of yucks, opinions, and newsworthy 
articles. There are stories to delight, 
stories to inform, and stories just 
because stories are critical in bringing 
us a little closer together as humans. 
College is a good first step towards 
self-improvement, and everyone knows 
that college just wouldn't be the same 
without student press. So stick with us 
this semester dear readers-we won't 
let you down. 
Except next week, when much of 
the OP staff will be in Toronto for the 
Canadian University Press National 
Conference and there will, therefore, be 
no paper. You're on your own for that 
one. 
Now, if you'll excuse me, I've got a 
plane to catch, lightning to wrestle, 
tears to cry, stories to write, old habits 
to break, and new habits to form. See 
you in two weeks. 
-Colin Miley, Managing Editor 
WTF19 




New report puts voting system in Canada to shame 
Nicole Burton, News Editor 
In other elections news, a freshly completed report was 
released last week by Fair Vote Canada, compiling more 
than 20 years of research on the voting system employed 
by the Government of Canada. 
The 14 page document concludes that the electoral 
process used in Canada" . . . drives wedges between the 
regions, unfairly rewards and punishes various political 
viewpoints, and makes a mockery of representative 
democracy and government accountability." 
These are the words of the report's author, Larry 
Gordon, who also serves as the executive director for Fair 
Vote Canada, a self-described community-based organiza-
tion which campaigns for voting system reform. Gordon 
says, "This report provides a very concise overview of 
how our dysfunctional first-past-the-post system subverts 
democratic values .... " 
In light of the no-confidence vote in Parliament last 
fall, the Canada-wide organization is taking the Election 
Day buzz as an opportunity to raise awareness about the 
issues. 
Fair Vote Canada is currently calling on party leaders to 
state clearly whether they support or oppose the adoption 
of a fair voting system. 
The report points to specific incidences in which, it is 
argued, the democratic process has had double-standards 
that resulted in illogical conclusions over who was "demo-
cratically elected." It even describes the voting system in 
Canada as "completely dysfunctional." 
A Driva Against Racruitmant 
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The report found that in 2004, a half-million Liberal 
voters in Atlantic Canada elected 22 MPs, while more than 
a half-million Green Party voters across the country elect-
ed no one. 
According to the report, Canada is also found in bad 
standing at the international level. In the last New Zealand 
election, 1 percent of the voters cast wasted votes that 
elected no one. In Germany it's 4 percent and in Scotland, 
6 percent. In the last Canadian election, a whopping 50 
percent cast wasted votes. 
Managing Editor's Note: This seeming!y ske1ved statistic is sim-
p!J indicating that in a proportional representation system, every vote 
is counted through preferential voting, 111hereas in Canada 111e vote for 
the one candidate 111e vote for. 
Dysfunctional voting has had many consequences, says 
the report, including a significant lack of representation 
for marginalized groups in the country. Most notably, the 
report reveals that Canada now ranks 42nd among coun-
tries with parliamentary systems around the world on the 
percentage of women in office-behind the United States 
and nearly all of Europe. 
"The information illustrates just how badly the voting 
system has warped our political arena," said Wayne Smith, 
president of Fair Vote Canada. "Given the way the system 
treats voters, it's not surprising 40 percent of registered 
voters don't vote-it's surprising 60 percent still do." 
The report can be read online at: http:/ /fairvotecana-
da.org/updir/DubiousDemocracyReport-January2006.pdf 
Studants protast tha risa in Canada's military on campusas 
Nicole Burton, News Editor 
With the adoption of the Annual Federal Budget in April, the 
Canadian government gave the military a huge makeover last year, 
starting with a doubling of the total military budget from $13 bil-
lion to $26 billion Troop levels are being bolstered by additions of 
5,000 personnel into the armed forces and 3,000 into the reserves. 
This February, the last troop deployment (totaling 2,000 soldiers) 
will arrive in Afghanistan, as Canada continues to lead in the 
rebuilding of the country. 
In June 2005, the announcement of the milill!ry's official over-
haul came. ' 'We are no longer peacekeepers in a practical sense;' 
said Canadian Armed Forces Sgt. Leslie during a June press con-
ference. ''We remain only rhetorical peacekeepers." 
The message was then given in simpler words by lieutenant-
General Rick Hillier, Chief of Staff for Canada's Armed Forces, 
who dropped jaws across the country when he referred to 
Afghans as "detestable murderers and scumbags," and trumpeted 
that the Canadian Armed Forces, "are not the public service of 
Canada. Our job is to be able to kill people." 
A number of questions began to rise from people everywhere 
in Canada: Who made the decision to send 2,000 troops to 
Afghanistan? Why wasn't it discussed in Parliament? Why is the 
military budget being boosted so much right now? 
Students are asking questions, too. At Capilano College in 
North Vancouver, a handwritten protest placard was displayed on 
an information table, asking, 'The Canadian military budget has 
doubled ... So have tuition fees ... GEf IT?" 
Over the last year, students at postsecondary institutions across 
the country have made headlines in organizing anti-recruitment 
activities on their campuses. 
From petition drives to revamping student union policies, activi-
ties range also in the scope of opposition--condemning not only 
the milill!ry's recruitment, but also connecting it direcdy with 
Canada's actions in Afghanistan and Haiti, Canada's involvement in 
the invasion and occupation of Iraq, and the Canadian govern-
ment's ongoing financial attack on students through the rise in 
tuition fees and the steady elimination of assistance programs. 
In Ontario, students at Guelph University have taken yet anoth-
er approach against the military on their campus. A policy recently 
adopted by the Students Union reads, 'The CSA [Central Student 
Association] opposes military recruitment initiatives at the 
University of Guelph. This includes tabling in the [University 
Centre], ads in washrooms, or any visible presence on campus by 
any military organization(s) that is/ are known to have participated 
in, or supported in any way, activities that are clearly illegal'' 
Scott Gilbert, a representative of the CSA, says that this defi-
nitely includes the Canadian military. He explained, ''We drafted a 
policy on military research, and decided to add a clause on recruit-
ment because last year there were some confrontations on our 
campus when recruiters came. 
"This is our stance on military recruitment If a student wants 
to be a part of the military, that is fine with us, we just don't think 
our campus is the right place to do it" 
Gilbert and other Guelph students have also been involved in 
uncovering information on military research being conducted in 
universities in Canada. A report has been released by the CSA on 
military research at the U of G and Toronto University. 
Last September at York University, student activists even con-
fronted recruiters head-on with two campus rallies. During the sec-
ond gathering, protesters demanded, ·~y Out of Afghanistan, 
Army Out of York!" to the point that the Canadian military offi-
cers packed up and left Student organizers explained to the York 
Excalibur that the protests occurred because of a strong opposi-
tion to Canada's occupations in Afghanistan and Haiti, and that a 
continued on pg 5 
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Aboriginal Dalauatas to UN Confaranca on Climata Channa: 
'Wa'ra tha Exparts" 
Giuseppe Valiante, The Link (Concordia University) 
MONTREAL (CUP)-With 80 percent of their communi-
ty suffering from asthma or other respiratory problems, 
Faith Gemmil and Wahleah Johns, from aboriginal commu-
nities in the North Slope region of Alaska and Northern 
Arizona, attended the recent UN climate change confer-
nee in Montreal with a clear message to deliver to other 
delegates. 
' 'We're the experts on climate change since we're hit the 
first and we're hit the hardest," said Gemmill. 
Both women are part of different organizations working to 
bring alternative and sustainable practices to their territory. 
They also aim to reverse laws and acts that hinder the self-
determination of their people. 
Gemmill and Johns acknowledge that heavy industry is 
a major contributor to rising global temperatures. The con-
sequences can be seen with melting permafrost which 
forces Alaskan coastal communities to settle inland and 
some caribou meat turning a stained yellow, as the animals 
live around oil fields. 
Gemmill is a member of the group RED Oil, which 
stands for Resisting Environment Destruction on 
Indigenous lands. She explained how in 1968 the Prudhoe 
continued from page 4 
military presence on-campus did not represent the interests of York 
students. 
Here in BC, both Capilano College and the University of British 
Columbia have student groups who have launched petition cam-
paigns demanding, "Canada Out of Afghanistan! Rtx:ruit.ers Off 
Our Campus!" The petitions are available for students to sign and 
are addressed to the administration of each schooL 
'The campaign has been a really important avenue for raising 
awareness about what is, really, the beginning of a new Canadian 
war drive," said Alison Bodine, president of Coalition Against War 
on the People of Iraq and Internationally (CAWOPI). Over 400 stu-
dents have already given their signatures in the campaign that would 
follow York's example and give recruiters the boot. 
'The steps taken by the military over the last year show us a lot. 
Canada is increasing its role in war and occupation abroad, and as 
young people, we're generally the ones who are expected to fight, 
kill, and die in those missions." 
During the Fall2005 semester, CAWOPI organized a number of 
educational events around Canada and in Afghanistan and Haiti, as 
well as a forum on the university's academic and corporate connec-
tions to war and occupation Debates on the issue sparked student 
interest and discussion in the pages of the Ubyssey newspaper for 
Bay oil field was discovered that currendy etnits 70 thou-
sand tons of nitric acid into the air annually-twice that of 
Washington, DC. 
The Prudhoe Bay discovery also paved the way for the 
Alaska Native Claim Settlement Act which spawned the 
legal rights for multinationals to exploit Alaskan territory. 
"[fhe Alaska Native Claim Settlement Act] is an illegiti-
mate infringement on the self-detertnining right of the 
aboriginal people of Alaska," said Gemmill. 
Gemmill explained how the act created 13 regional for-
profit native corporations that took control to the rights of 
the Alaskan landscape. She said that there was a clause in 
the act that stated that the land must yield profit-if not, the 
land would be bought out by the multinationals exploiting 
the territory. 
"They were forced into negotiations," said Gemmill. 
"They were told that if they [didn't sign] they wouldn't get 
any land at all." 
Worse, according to Gemmill, is the fact that her own 
people are allowing this exploitation. The native corpora-
tions are made of local people who broker the negotiations 
with the industries. 
''We have people who used to survive on the land and 
live that way," explained Gemmil, "they then put on a suit 
and became corporate leaders. They have become discon-
nected with the land and thereforeit's easier for them to 
go into these deals." 
Gemmill recounted a story about a community on the 
North Slope of Alaska who was home to a multinational 
called Alpine. Gemmill explained how the oil patches were 
turning into killing fields. 
"[In this community] in the 80s, there were few cases 
of asthma, today 80 percent of the community has asthma 
or other respiratory illnesses like pneumonia because they 
are breathing oil field air." 
Johns is from the Black Mesa region of Northern 
Arizona, and is a member of the Black Mesa Water 
Coalition which is resisting the use of their scarce land 
water reserves as a means of transportation to get coal to 
EVENTS 
CALENDAR 
The Federal Election 2006 
When: January 23, 8am-8pm 
Find out where your nearest election station is at 
www.elections.ca. 
Forum on Canada's Role in War and Occupation 
Part of the Student Week Against War and Occupation #4 
When: Thursday, January 26, 2006, 12pm-2pm 
Where: Douglas College 
Contact: douglasagainstwar@gmail.com or 604-710-4994 
for more information. 
* Organized by Douglas College Students Against War 
and Mobilization Against War and Occupation (MAWO) 
Student Leadership Development Symposium 
When: Friday, January 27, 2006 
Where: Douglas College 
Cost of registration is $20. Deadline for Registration is 
January 20th 
the southern states. 
Since 1965, Peabody Western Coal Company has been 
pumping 3.3 million gallons a year of pristine Mesa water 
to be used to be mixed with coal, called "slurry," and trans-
ported through a pipeline to urban areas like Nevada and 
California. 
''We live in a high desert region," said Johns. "There is 
less than seven inches of rain each year, why are [Peabody] 
using this water?" she asked. "It is sacred to us, why are we 
letting them use it as a transportation means?" 
Johns has learned that organizational pressure can work 
to help address these issues. 
Johns and the Black Mesa Coalition have successfully 
pressured the Peabody company to sign a resolution agree-
ing to cease using the Mesa water reserves to transport 
coal. The resolution went into effect December 1, 2005. 
Johns proved that small groups can make a difference. 
The problem is getting the message across to the larger 
public. 
Manon Tremblay is enjoying her tenth year as coordina-
tor of the center for Native Education at Concordia 
University. She believes that these Aboriginal issues need to 
be talked about and be taken more seriously by the 
Canadian public. 
"One of the problems in Canada," said Tremblay, "is 
that [Canadians] don't seem to care all that much, as long 
as it's not happening in their backyard and it doesn't affect 
them that specifically." 
Tremblay does not see a bright future for the issue of 
climate change in their local communities. 
"I definitely see [climate change] getting worse," 
declared Tremblay, "I don't think the world is ready to 
actively reverse the tide." 
Johns believes all people in Canada have a stake in the 
future of the land. 
"This responsibility needs to be shared with everyone 
around the world," said Johns. ''We all have a responsibility 
as a human race to address these issues." 
Contact: 604-527-5385 or jensenb@douglas.bc.ca for more 
information 
* Organized by Douglas College Educational Services 
Support Gathering for the Families of the Pickton 
Victims 
When: January 30, 2006, 9am 
Where: BC Supreme Court at Begbie Square 
651 Carnarvon Street 
New Westminster 
* Organized by the Comtnittee planning the Valentine's 
Day Women's Memorial March 
13th Annual Northwest Regional 
International Day of Solidarity with Leonard Peltier 
March and Rally for Justice 
When: Saturday, February 4, 2006 
Where: Tacoma, WA 
Contact: Tacoma-lpsg@ojibwe.us or bayou@blarg.net 
* Organized by the Tacoma Leonard Peltier Support 
Group 
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Saa chauga in anvironmantal undarsta 
Recently, I wrote about a sea change I feel I've seen in 
our understanding of humanity's relationship to the envi-
ronment. I said I thought society might have turned a 
corner. That we're beginning to understand how critical 
our relationship is to the natural world because we are a 
part of that world and very much dependent on its 
resources. 
Perhaps I spoke too soon. 
Just before Christmas, the European Union Fisheries 
Council caved in to pressure to continue to allow a size-
able cod fishery in Europe's North Atlantic. The fisheries 
ministers made their decision in spite of a recommenda-
tion from scientists with the International Council for the 
Exploration of the Seas to ban all cod fishing in the 
North Sea so stocks can recover. 
Scientists say cod stocks are so low only a complete 
ban will save them. Reduced fishing quotas have not been 
effective and fish numbers are at levels less than one third 
the size necessary to keep the species healthy and provide 
a small buffer against others pressures, such as warming 
ocean waters. It was the fourth year in a row that scien-
tists had recommended a ban. And the forth year in a 
row they were ignored. 
Commercial fishing is now so efficient that it may 
only take a few years of exploiting a particular stock for 
levels to plummet. According to a new study published in 
the journal ature, for example, five species of deepwa-
ter fish found in Canadian waters are now critically 
endangered, even though they were not even fished until 
the late 1970s. In fact, it took only between five and 15 
years for the fish to lose up to 98 percent of their initial 
abundance. 
The deepwater fish studied, including the roundnose 
grenadier, the blue hake, the spiny eel, and the spinytail 
skate are long lived, but slow to reproduce. As a result, 
they are especially vulnerable to overfishing. Some, like 
the spinytail skate, have never even been targeted by a 
commercial fishery. Rather, they were taken as bycatch 
while fishermen sought other species. And yet they were 
still decimated. 
Clearly there is a tremendous gap between the way 
scientists say fisheries should be managed and how fish-
eries are actually being managed. Yet studies have shown 
that good management pays off in the long term. One 
study, reported last week in the journal Science, revealed 
marine reserves in the Caribbean (areas where fishing is 
prohibited) were actually more successful than anticipated 
at allowing ecosystems to recover. Fish stocks can indeed 
rebound if poor practices are caught in time and stocks 
are protected with sound management. 
on fishing are 
understandably concerned about reduced fish-
ing quotas and fishing bans. But if the choice is 
between a few more years of poor fishing sea-
sons leading to the total loss of the resource, 
or a temporary ban that gives stocks time to 
recover, the choice should be fairly clear. 
Canada made the wrong choice with our 
cod stocks. Once plentiful, these fish provided 
Canadians with a vital source of protein and 
thousands of jobs. Today stocks are decimated 
and show no signs of recovery, in spite of hav-
ing had a total ban on fishing since 1992. 
Canada failed to listen to warnings that the 
cod were in trouble. Instead, we put on our 
blinkers, continued to fish, and hoped for the 
best. But wishful thinking does not make for 
good fisheries management. We must hope our 
European friends learn that lesson before it is 
too late. 
Take the distance and online learning option 
from Thompson Rivers University (TRU). 
Register now- TRU offers over 400 distance 
courses to help you complete your program or 
to turn your diploma into a TRU degree. 
tru.ca/ open learning 
1.866.282.2268 
THOMPSON RIVERS ~ UNIVERSITY 
Distance & Online Learning from BC's New Provincial University 
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To Hall with tha Notwithstanding Clausa 
JJ McCullough, OP Columnist 
I agree with Paul Martin. You may want to pause for a 
second and re-read that sentence again, to savour this 
rare moment. Alas, it's true, the Prime Minister has 
finally proposed something I can support, thus altering 
my opposition to the Liberal Party from the previous 
99.9 percent to the now record low of 99.8. 
This massive shift came following Martin's unex-
pected revelation during the second English language 
debate last week. Seemingly out of nowhere, the Prime 
Minister suddenly declared that immediately upon being 
re-elected, his Liberal government would initiate an 
amendment to remove the Canadian constitution's 
much-maligned notwithstanding clause once and for all. 
The clause in question has become somewhat of a 
hot potato in this current election cycle, but this is 
nothing new. Ever since it was included in Trudeau's 
repatriated constitution back in 1982, the article in ques-
tion has been one of the most controversial legal quirks 
in modern Canada. Though it is rather fashionable to 
forget this fact today, at the time of repatriation the cre-
ation of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms was not a 
universally popular idea. Many worried that the inclu-
sion of certain permanent, constitutionally enshrined 
rights would permanently limit the powers of elected 
lawmakers, as it had in the United States. Thus the 
notwithstanding clause was hastily thrown in to address 
these fears. In essence, the clause now allows any gov-
ernment of the day to make temporary laws that openly 
violate Charter rights, such as the right to free speech, 
gender equality, religious freedom, or safety from cruel 
and unusual punishment. 
In retrospect, including this clause seems like a rather 
odd act for any free and democratic society. Either con-
stitutional rights are permanent or they're not; they can-
not hover somewhere in between and be suspended 
whenever politicians find it convenient. This paradox 
apparently became obvious quickly after 1982, because 
none of our Prime Ministers since then have ever dared 
to actually use the notwithstanding clause-no doubt 
fearing the public backlash that could occur if they 
became the first Canadian leader to suspend basic 
human rights for political purposes. This tense stalemate 
has in turn rendered the clause impotent and ignored. 
So why then all the fuss over Martin's proposal to abol-
ish it? 
The rhetoric for keeping the notwithstanding clause 
is actually a lot like the rhetoric for keeping the office of 
Governor General-sure, it may not do much now, but 
we might theoretically need its powers someday. 
Thara is No Hiddan Aganda: 
Consorvativa faults ara plain to S88 
The Liberals have had a horrible campaign. Now, granted 
I'm only 23, but this is by far the worst I've seen from the 
party that is supposed to contain the best campaigners in 
the country. While the Conservatives have come out with 
a promise a day, the Liberals have been assaulted by a 
scandal a day. From the laughable "beer and popcorn" to 
the truly troublesome "income trust," the Liberals have 
done just as much to assist the Conservative climb up the 
polls as the Conservatives have. The Conservatives have 
done a good job of keeping the muzzle on their more 
"outspoken" candidates, while the Liberals have repeated-
ly delivered mixed messages. A notable recent example is 
the absence of Martin's promise to remove the notwith-
standing clause in the Liberal platform. This suggests a 
ramshackle, reactionary, and desperate campaign com-
pared to the controlled, methodical campaign the 
Torries have managed. 
The sad fact is that the Liberals have some decent 
policies. They have just done a horrible job of commu-
nicating them. That being said, I do not support the 
Liberals. My reasoning for not supporting them, howev-
er, is not because of corruption or accountability; it is 
because they simply don't have the best policies for 
Canada. I tend to think that unless you are rich or reli-
gious, your vote lies with the NDP. They simply have 
the best platform for ordinary lower- to middle-class 
Canadians; there is no denying that. 
While on the topic of corruption, there is one thing 
worth mentioning. While Conservative ads will have you 
believe that corruption is a Liberal trait and not a 
Conservative trait, the real culprit here is 13 years of 
unchecked power. Some Liberals felt themselves invinci-
ble; now they know they aren't. But let's not assume that 
the Conservatives-with a much more notorious tradition 
of patronism, corruption, and friendliness with lobby 
groups-would be any less corrupt in a majority govern-
ment situation. As I write this, I'm reading about a 
Conservative candidate facing charges of smuggling 
booze and a Benz into Canada from America. Is this 
indicative of the whole party? No, just like the mistakes of 
a few Liberals do not discredit their whole party. But it 
does make you wonder why Harper wants to tighten bor-
der controls. How else will his candidates get their cheap 
Conservatives in particular have been particularly keen 
to defend the clause on the basis that it supposedly rep-
resents an effective check on the much-despised politi-
cal activism of the Supreme Court of Canada. In theo-
ry, they write, the notwithstanding clause could be used 
at some time in the unspecified future if, for example, 
the high court decreed that something really objection-
able, like child pornography, should be legalized on the 
basis of the Charter right to free speech. The parlia-
ment could then veto the Supreme Court by using the 
clause, and upload the ban anyway. Of course, these 
sorts of scenarios assume that the Charter rights are not 
being suspended, per se, but rather some sort of per-
verted judicial interpretation of them. 
While the activism of the Supreme Court is a very 
real phenomenon, the notwithstanding clause is simply 
not an effective check on its power any more than the 
Governor General is an effective check on the Prime 
Minister. As long as using the notwithstanding clause 
remains an enormous political taboo, it can never, and 
will never, be utilized for any meaningful purpose. A 
check, by definition, must actually be used on a frequent 
basis if it is to be effective. Simply speculating that it 
"could be" is not good enough. Instead, those con-
cerned with the power of the Supreme Court (and the 
judiciary in general) should support the implementation 
of reform to the judicial branch itself, such as allowing 
for MPs to interview and collectively vote on all 
prospective federal court justices prior to their installa-
tion. 
As it stands now, the notwithstanding clause is simply 
continued on pg. 10 
booze? 
There are many reasons not to vote Conservative. As 
far as policy goes, I think most of their policies are pretty 
misguided, though some, like senate reform, show prom-
ise. Something worth noting is this, however: most 
Canadians do not approve of Conservative social policy 
but are probably banking on a minority government to 
keep the Torries in line socially, should they form govern-
ment. However, a minority would also mean many 
Conservative promises will not happen. And they've made 
a lot of them. They will no doubt, should they be the 
governing party in the next campaign, blame their inability 
to deploy their promises on the other parties, and will 
demand a majority to get things done for Canada. But are 
we ready to accept an unchecked Conservative majority in 
order to get their handouts and tax cuts? I don't think so 
Canada. 
Many make reference to the Conservative's "secret 
agenda." I, for one, don't see any of the accusations of 
religious influence, favouritism towards the wealthy, 
American influence, or social regression to be hidden; 
they are blatantly obvious. Just look at the Conservative 
candidate spread. Candidates Darrel Reid and Cindy Silver 
both have past links to the religious right pressure group 
Foct1s on the FamilY; others, such as Cheryl Gallant or Randy 
White, have continuously made statements aimed at bring-
ing religion into politics. Gallant, during the 2004 cam-
paign, placed beheadings in Iraq on the same plane as 
abortion, while Reid insisted it is every Christian's obliga-
COntinued on pg. 10 
Kansas is God's Country: 
And othar unknown ravalations from Ganasis 
Julian Worker, OP Contributor 
As you will remember from our previous chapter of "The 
Mid-Western History of the World," just over seven thou-
sand years ago Adam and Eve were deceived in the Garden 
of Eden by the theories of the evil serpent Charles Darwin 
and his corrupt, British sense of humor. Their indiscre-
tions were punished by the Lord who sent thunderbolts to 
fall upofi the Earth. These great balls of fire sent up 
clouds of righteous indignation and dirt that blocked out 
the rays of the sun, which had only been shining for three 
hundred days. Read on .... 
And lo! the clouds of the Lord allowed the glaciers to 
come up on the Earth in huge numbers and they advanced 
and advanced until half the earth was covered with ice. 
After forty days the Lord had seen enough and blew the 
clouds away with his celestial breath. The rays of the sun 
hit the glaciers and they started to retreat and melt. The 
Lord sayeth unto a worthy man called Noah, "This is a 
phenomenon called Global Warming, which ye should 
ignore totally. However, just in case, build ye a large boat 
right away." 
Noah was a straight and righteous man, who had been 
intelligently designed recently. He was married to Mrs. 
Noah in a loving relationship built on mutual respect for 
one another. They had three sons called Shem, Ham and 
Japheth, which in the modern day American language cor-
respond to Burger, Ham and Macdonald. "We have to go 
for it," said Noah pointing at the gopher trees in the forest. 
And lo! after a lot of pioneering spirit, they built a large 
Ark for the worthy animals of the Earth. 
Now, some of the animals called Dinosaurs had grown 
fat and unworthy on the fruits of the Earth provided by 
the Lord. Other animals had indulged in unnatural prac-
tices with animals of their own gender and had become 
corrupt, unworthy and gay. Noah laid a plank of wood 
from the ground to the Ark and bade the worthy animals 
of the world enter his vessel, and lo! they boarded the Ark 
two by two in an orderly fashion--one of the male gender 
and one of the female gender as decreed by the Lord. 
Then it was time for the Dinosaurs to enter the Ark, 
led by the massive Brontosauruses. Unfortunately, due to 
their overindulgence, the Brontosauruses were too heavy 
for the plank of wood, and lo! it was broken into a thou-
sand pieces by their huge weight. Noah shrugged his 
shoulders and indicated the rising waters to the stranded 
D inosaurs and gay animals. "Thou are being punished by 
the Lord for thy corrupt living," sayeth Noah, before he 
swam to the Ark. The D inosaurs and other unworthy ani-
mals were drowned by the rising waters upon the Earth. 
The sediments of the Earth were stirred by the waters and 
the massive hulks of the Dinosaurs sank the furthest 
because of their weight and were interred deep within the 
Earth. The other gay animals didn't sink as far due to their 
lighter mass and lack of moral fibre. All these unworthy 
creatures lay in their graves waiting to be discovered as fos-
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sils, by the geologists of our era. 
When all the glaciers had disappeared, water covered 
the entire surface of the Earth, but upon the Ark every-
thing was dry, worthy and clean. The animals were fed by 
the world's first fast-food outlet run by the three enterpris-
ing sons of Noah, who provided cheap and tasty meals for 
all the worthy animals. Mrs. Noah was a skilled baker and 
provided the bread for their food. The animals all went to 
the toilet in a special place on the Ark called Iran. When 
the amounts of animal dung began to overflow Iran and 
corrupt the surrounding areas, the dung was cast over-
board and helped to form the part of the world that is 
now called Europe and The Middle East-apart from Israel, 
of course. 
Noah sent a dove to find out whether the waters upon 
the world were receding. The dove was the product of a 
loving relationship between a male dove and a female dove 
who were married to each other. And lo! the dove returned 
clutching an olive twig in its beak. The waters were evapo-
rating and after their voyage of forty days and forty nights, 
the Ark and all its worthy passengers came to rest upon 
the Earth in a place called Kansas. 
Next time, we will explain the creation of the conti-
nents and the mountain ranges, the formation of the 
world's natural resources, and how Moses became the first 
person in the world to see a psychologist. 
B SidBS: Thallllrs oa~nisa. Dudas 1 Daspisa. and Why sumy Sucks 
Brandon Ferguson, Opinions Editor 
Surrey St.rls Always has, always will. New riJa}Ot; n:w ~ n:w 
<Xl!Xb;, <X¥> arrl oourtnx:asures be clarnrxrlSum:ymll always suck 
Scxn: raci;t fiin:ls of mire claim it's beau.re of the high ti:Mclhe:rl 
oonrent: or the irnm:n;e brown town fuctol; but that's as igrlOOlilt as it's 
untrtr. N=inmydruoken ~of Surrey have I e\tt hocl prob-
k:ms m:m any ethnic f:ci::n---..fu: the Brotn:rs at Funky Harx:t:wm 
laugh at my dao::ing bef:Ore ~in to the Puojal:is wOO always drnnkin 
the pukiqs btwith m: afu:r\\Ok to the pcx-infused :BroMnes wOO invited 
m:into tlrir hcxn:s to lilze in a haze of~ marijuam glaze fir errl-
k:ss days arrl <n.l11lk:ss FhyStatrn gam'S Arrj ootms that it's the 
"~' causingprol.:llerm oouth of the Frnse:r are roc6tly hlsed oo big-
ottx:l rears arxt~ vahx:s. 
What's ~with Surrey is Whitey. 
White kk:ls trxlay seem to be~ frcm an ili1tity crisis---they d.:n~ 
koowwm they are, nx cb they have the axtvi:rioo (or tirre 'iNTirf m:m 
vim gam:s arrl rmsu.n:bttm) to e\tt i:Jeo:xre wOO they want to be 
Rather than~ that toqjJ. Tooy Moot!mman that every ~wants to 
be Qx was White~ to iliize), it's easier arrl scxmitn:s safu: to just 
hangout in groups, \\eJr menacing faux~ tilt hill C2fS in an kirrl; of 
~ sptwhen )01 tlllk, arrl refuse to \\eJr anything in )01! own si-ze-
mirxl }00, it can be clifftrult to fiOO an extm petite p;rir of puns. 
:My oousin sits 00 my rouch ~with dried blood 00 his sleeve 
arrl a slgtt'M:lt urxler his ey:; though that muld just be a ~urxler his~ 
v.e eM stay up late~ last night . . after the vicious atlliCk. He feels a lit-
tle gtq?gy .. . frcm the uncanfixtilile rouch he sqx en He kJdG a little 
nasty ... but he's anum krl to~ with 
A£ier ~purxhedin the £Ice fuuror me tim:s at The~ The 
I>ell---my oousin arl:ln~ cb anything but laugh He was outrumbered, 
drunk, unfamiliar with the envit:oornnt, arrl hocl oo ilea where I was 
(Afrer ~up 1.\m atrernpted figh~ I was ~my first sdirnty 
srroke of the night I figured ~was~~ but fumklydrl-
n~ gM: a fi.xk That's £nnily fir ya.) 
1m; isn~ a story about my oousin's plSSive hercics or inflatJ:d bcys wm 
bmwllike fern! fXlSS}Clt clicks or e\61. the rnustrlled dUcks wm love them 
This is a story about Surrey 
\Xe 1M! in a higbly sensiti\.e tim; where pditical a::mx:tre;s scxmitn:s 
~the truth of an rmtters: QJioo;e ~though higbly skilhi arrl 
k:M:ly to dance with, are still ocnx: of the~ dt:M:rs out there; Bl:U.Vll 
chrl:s, v.>llie ekx:p;m at tim:s arrl hq:pyto ~a pot or 1.\m fOr tok-
~ mil still an jump )Olin a street fight beau.re that's just how they cb; the 
Dutx:h srrelllike <kese. \Xe an hme our o.vn bases arrl our o.vn 'Mlrld-
v.ie<.vs arrl v.e fight arrl struggle every day to keep these hrlden fir fear that 
Big Brother or mother funaticru~mll axre ~ startayirg 
aoa:xlile tean=;, slap )01 with a sul:poena, arrl Sl¥'! the future out of }QU So 
v.e keep our\\Oltls in check And v.e bse ocnx: of the rruance of our 
'M>!ld 
~it is witho..tt: reservarioo that I t:e\de the fire piSS that SurreYs hocl 
fir the pl5t few~ No hw is it taboo or ''tsk tsk'' to dump oo the 
l:iggest t!2Sh can this sick: of Texas~ in fuct, sucks balls. 
When I was rn.xh ~I used to fieq.x:ntThe Dell. It was dirtX:r)tt 
cla.ssk:r then Run, fir an intEnts arrl rmrx=, ~theN~ The Dell 
hocl an anirx:u<;ly safe firling to it :Major a:im:s v.er:e plotred or maybe cat-
ml. out within tha;e fuke~ pnel. walls, arrl yet, this sa:awnywhite ~ 
frcm Coquitlam rould carry ooin any rnanrx:r he chose so loogas there 
was a hint of respect fir the jcint Dancing like a chvish v.>llie OOwning 
1.\m Jints of cheap lager---oo {XOblem, thanks fir a::ming ~ sc-«re-
~red, white, arrl gooey into the rereptlCle v.>llie ~the lal:el 00 
ocnx: c::lu:k's pntts----m pr:obkm, thanks fir~· .. lxnu 
Ch: of the he:rl Ncmrls was ~a fmrl of min:'s sister: I was 
introdtx::ed to him; I was~ ocnx: God awful Le OJareau an:x:x:red 
ootfitwith big l:itdllxxxs that bOO hx:kk:s arrl three indJes of rubOO: rl::. 
He pditdy sarl hdb,gave m: shoo of txxpla, which I huhe, arrl gxm: 
drunk He hm: dance with ''hi<; girls.'' He h m: b.ttnp into his fim:ls. If 
there's ooe ~)01 drln't cb at The Dell, though, it was fuck aroorrl 
But~ m six yeu:s later, rm embamssed ~the brnsh t!2Sh that 
flashes fuke gold like it was titties arrllashes out at perceived male threats like 
little jungle kitties. Irs 500. arrl puhetic that this is the oonn, these little 
Eugen:s arrl Jenys wm jump about arrl scream arrl sln.tt: as if anpx: 
other than tlrir o.vn inflatJ:d ego was~ 
On the cat tile lure, gM:n ~ ocnx: lilt 1:itth wOO krew the Keebler 
Elf wOO threw the feeble pun<:l-xs wOO koows the booocerwm koows a 
guy to t:!lk to about a hotse ... ; oo the tile lure, my dl ass gxktured to 
~ \\tt little Surrey girls. 
''You d.:n~ koowwm pire cblingwith,'' she scream:d, as if I v.er:e 
hdlingooto arrl wasn~~itup. ''JheYredrugdealas 
They kno.v peqlle. They're hoc! =.vs. They're ... ''---rurl she sarl this last 
pattwith a hint of pride-' 'they're my fi:im:ls.'' 
BitdJ, I was a drug d:aler: Slut, my .fi:m:ls v.er:e in otganizOO. Hoe, shut 
uparrl~ 
There was a axle of ethics when I was a p.lllk: don't fuck arourrl arrl 
finish wbalever m:sses )01 make She~ gave us the narre of her 
fi:XnJ; the bouncers \\GUidn'th m: hick into the bar (not that I krew 
exacrlywhatfd cb, cxwm fd cb it tQ ooce I was in there). There was oo 
redutXxJ, oo 00!0. up; ooly fuck arourrl; in a jad<ass town too dirty in its 
irivmted image to see that there mijtt be ocnx: redeeming fuatures sc-«re-
where in that flat dump oouth of the fuset 
On the tile hick to my place, I~ the infemrl fimpk: whether ex not 
she~ ~a Surrey girl. ''Irs a good town I rrean, we, likt; 1M! in an 
okay pace where there's not too rn.xh hoc! stuff~ en But~ it's 
WJ¥ bettu than, likt; v~ arrl stuff." 
Glick, it's WJ¥ not Irs Surrey Surrey socks. 
When the cellulite d:Jauffeur ch:q:ped us off at a gas stl1in rear my 
han; she~ fOr $10. I presum:itwas fir~ b.tt:~ fir a minute 
there I wasn~ sure. 
That's Surrey Surrey socks. 
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Smith & Roovo lwill boJ at tho Movios 
lain W. Reeve and Steph Smith, 58 Percent More Alive than Siskel & Ebert 
Since it was the first week of school and we didn't have 
time to run out to the movies, we're going to hit you with 
a big preview of what will no doubt be some of the best 
and worst movies of the year. We're even separating them 
into handy categories to help you find the film of your 




Nothing says, "I need to buy a new house" on the part 
of the movie industry like a big fat unnecessary sequel. 
And this year, especially in the realm of action, there are 
some doozies. Fresh off his latest couch hop, Tom Cruise 
stars in Mission Impossible 3 and will be competing for the 
title of over-the-hill action star with Bruce Willis in Die 
Hard 4.0. Speaking of over the hill, Sharon Stone makes a 
rather odd return in Basic Instinct 2. Also watch for a mostly 
new cast to trade Austin Minis for Vespas in The Brazilian 
Job. The most poorly timed sequel? Mortal Kombat 3, a fran-
chise that peaked in popularity about ten years ago, and has 
produced two box office flops. 
Best Sequels: 
While I am an outspoken critic of the sequel in gener-
al, there are a few possible gems. There is Clerks 2, the 11-
years-in-the-making sequel to Kevin Smith's accidental 
classic Clerks. But the sequel I'll be keeping my eye on is 
the reboot of my favourite action franchise. Daniel Craig 
as your new James Bond 007 in Casino Ri?Jale. 
Worst Adaptations: 
My second most hated movie trend at the moment is 
adaptations. This year you can look forward to an adapta-
tion of the popular children's book The Da Vinci Code, Colin 
Ferrell trying in vain to be as cool as Don Johnson in 
Miami Vice, and the most accurate video game adaptation 
ever in boobie-filled DOA. While some will be excited 
about Aqua Teen Hunger Force: the Movie, I don't see that 
being funny for 90 minutes. 
Best Adaptations: 
This year does have some potentially good adaptations 
however, most coming from the comic book world. Fitting 
in both the adaptation and sequel categories are X3, Sin 
City 2, and Superman Returns all of which had winning 
potential. Also getting the film treatment is long awaited 
adaptation of Phillip K. Dick novel A Scanner Darkfy, some 
very cool cell animation in this one kids. Last but not least, 
Get Smart, Steve Carrell, nuff' said. 
Wo/, God Wo/? 
Dear Pixar, thank you for Tf!Y Story and The Incredibles, 
but Cars? What the hell are you thinking? Also, from the 
man who brought you a wicked film in About a Bf!Y comes 
heaping pile of junk called American Dream~ essentially a 
fictional adaptation of American Idol where the president 
becomes a judge. Heyuck! The leading contestants? Mandy 
Moore as the pretty middle-America girl, and a newcomer 
Middle-Eastern actor who plays the singing son of a ter-
rorist who tells him he must win so he can kill the presi-
dent. Ouch. 
S ure.ftre Blockbusters: 
For me, the term blockbuster tends to be a synonym 
for "steaming pile of merde." With that in mind, look for-
ward to brainchilds of Mel Gibson and Vin Diesel in the 
form of Apoca!Jpto and 
HannibaL Keep in mind that 
Hannibal is directed, produced, 
and starring Vin Diesel. I shiv-
er at the thought. Also assured 
to make mad stacks is the lat-
est from M. Night 
Shysmamsmamalamanalanan, 
LA4J in the Water, a story of a 
man who meets a lady floating 
in his local pool. Reminds me 
of my first girlfriend. 
Best Surprises: 
Thank you for Smoking, 
which follows the exploits of a lobbyist for big tobacco, 
looks brilliant. The Danvin Awards follows investigators 
seeking people who die in the most humourous ways pos-
sible. And Color Me Kubrick stars John Malkovich as a real 
man who ran around the world pretending to be late film 
director Stanley Kubrick. 
Best Film: 
There are snakes. There is a plane. There is Samuel L. 
Jackson. Snakes on a Plane is already a cult favourite based 
on name at all. Sure it's just another action film, but it's 
SNAKES ON A MUTHAFUCKIN' PLANE! 
Smith: 
Unnecessary Sequels: 
There comes a time when a director will decide to 
make a sequel to a great movie. There also comes a time 
when a director will make a sequel to a movie that was not 
so great. These are those films. There is the newly cast 
Butteif!y Effect 2. Even though none of the original cast is 
set to return, they felt the need to make a sequel. Next we 
have a slew of films that did not do such great business at 
the box office, and yet still received the green light for pro-
duction. Brg Momma~ House 2, Scary Movie 4, Garfield 2, Santa 
Clause 3, and Jackass 2. Aside from the fact that Tim Allen 
needs to eat, I cannot fathom why any of these films were 
given the go ahead. Was Garfield that big a success? Did Brg 
Momma~ House really reach that deep an audience? It baf-
fles me. 
On top of those, there are a million new horror 
sequels. First off is Halloween: Retribution. What is this, 
sequel number 481? Do we need more? Was the story 
incomplete somehow? Is Myers not dead enough yet? I just 
don't get it. Then there is Final Destination 3. From Final 
Destination 2 we got taglines like "More Speed. More 
Horror. More Death." And quotes like "Being alive after 
we were supposed to die caused an outward ripple. A rift 
in deaths design!" How can one not want to see the third in 
the trilogy? I've got my tickets already. There is also The 
Grndge 2, Saw 3, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning, 
and Undenvorfd: Evolution. Perhaps it is just me, but I don't 
remember any of those originals being any good, and one 
can assume that the sequels will be much worse than the 
originals. Especially The Grndge 2. I didn't even make it 
through the first 30 minutes of the first one. The second is 
bound to bore me after the first 10 minutes if I see it, 
which I won't. 
Best S equefs 
Clerks 2: The Passion of the Clerks, Pirates of the Caribbean 
2 and Nrght of the Living Dead 3-D. Three sequels that might 
be good. Clerks was fabulous and hilarious. To catch up on 
those same characters 10 years later will be funny. Plus 
Kevin Smith can do no wrong (with the exception of Jersry 
Girl.) Pirates of the Caribbean 2 can also do no wrong. It is 
Johnny Depp and pirates. The first one was a smash hit, 
and Depp it hot right now. I will be shocked if it does any 
less than $800 billion. As for Nrght of the Living Dead 3-D ... 
it's zombies. In 3-D! Come on! 
Best Adaptations 
This is a hands down win for The Trailer Park Bqys. 
Trailer Park Boys! The movie! This is a sure winner. The 
show is awesome, and the movie can be even more so. 
This is what will break the boys in the States, and I can't 
wait to see it. 
Wo/ God, Wo/? 
Vin Diesel is trying to be a serious actor. We haven't yet 
figured out why, but he's trying. Vin Diesel stars as 
Hannibal, crossing the Alps to attack the Carpathians. I'm 
weeping with disgust already. There is also the baffling, 
Apoca!Jpto. Seriously Mel! Stop already. You are not a histo-
rian, and filming it in the original foreign language? Yeah, it 
worked for The Passion of the Christ but don't press your 
luck. We already think you are a psycho Christian nutcase. 
Surefire Blockbusters 
Four words for you, Snakes on a Plane. Samuel L. 
Jackson, and SNAKES ON A MUTHAFUCKIN' 
PLANE! What more could you want? This will be the 
biggest movie of all time. 
Best Surprises 
The best surprise is Tenacious D: The Pick of Destitry. 
Thank you to whomever decided to give these guys a 
movie. Jack Black should rule the world. From the man 
who invented Inward Singing, comes the greatest film of 
our time. I'm shocked that it will exist, but shocked and 
blissful. There is also Inside Man. I saw a preview for it, and 
it looked good. Plus I think I have some weird crush on 
Clive Owen's voice. I think I would like to make love to his 
voice. Mmm ... Clive Owen's voice. 
Best Film 
Snakes on a MUIHAFUCKIN' Plane/That says it all. 
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-lain W. Reeve, Kid at Heart 
This week's website: 
www.iusedtobelieve.com 
Ah, childhood innocence. Remember 
those carefree days when you could 
openly express your silly ideas about how 
the world works without fear of 
swJ_,.,. ~ fiw "I S11111I11 o. Thl 
111/mllrb" /(} ~_, 
Bigmouth Strikaa Again: 
Tha Maynards Naad Lova T• 
Kevin Lalonde, OP Columnist 
Girls never liked me when I was a teenager. Sure, I had a couple 
of girlfriends through high school, but by and large, I wasn't such 
a hot ticket item with the chicks. So it was with a mixed sense of 
bitterness and joy that I recently listened to the latest effort by 
Halifax's famed dance/ rock band, the Maynards, titled Break Out 
the Make Out, recently released by King Amos Productions. 
The band proudly describes their essence as a thematic holy 
trinity of Sci Fi, dancing, and shooting their mouths off. Not big 
fans of parallelism, sure, but they definitely make a great, poppy, 
upbeat and dancey rock album. Which is why BOTMO is such a 
wicked LP. For such a fun band to base an entire album (which 
only clocks in at around 25 minutes-the era of the two-minute 
rock song has returned) around the teenage ritual of making out, 
sex, girls and boys, and loneliness, it's just too quirky to handle. 
Except it's not. It's perfect. It's perfect dance rock. Fun, energetic, 
and catchy, with none of the riff-driven nonsense plaguing rock 
these days, Break Out the Make Out is one of the most enjoyable 
albums I've heard all year. Sure, it's been a short year so far, but 
you know what I mean. 
Rotating male/ female vocals by guitarist Heath Matheson and 
bassist Kristina Parlee add an interesting feeling of dialogue that 
so often happens between boys and girls in their youth ... 
I'm sorry, I just have to. ''Naked naked naked you were naked 
in my bed." Goddamn that's some catchy, catchy shit. 
And that's just a perfect example of what happens when you 
listen to this album. Spontaneous booty-shaking to the hand-clap 
choruses of ·~erst Flight," conversation-interrupting exclama-
tions of "I think I just wanna score!" in ''Naked," or even just a 
funky rock-out to the bass-heavy chunks of "Hot Shane;" they're 
all common occurrences when BOTMO pumps its lo-fi rock on 
your stereo. 
And none of it's really all that dirty either; despite the way I 
make it sound. It's just ... fun. It's the kind of album I could have 
seen myself listening to on my discman as I sat alone in a corner 
at a party in high school as all the kids started playing tonsil-hock-
ey all over the place around me. Either because I was chubby and 
lonely, or because I love the rock, it doesn't matter. Each are 
excellent excuses to rock out with the Maynards. And frankly, 
anyone who can write a rock song called "Robots in Love," which 
is about, well, let's just say robots need KY just like the rest of 
us ... yeah, if you can write that, you rock. Go team Heath! 
The only question that we're left with after listening to Break 
Out the Make Out is: Do they rock live? I can imagine that they do; 
in fact, rock it east-coast style, but if you're a fan of Pretty Girls 
Make Graves, the Sweet Tenders, or local rockers You Say Party! 
We Say Die! and want to check the Maynards out live, head to the 
Marine Club on Friday, January 20. Fun 100 support. Yes, and fun 
will be had by all. 
Visit www.themqynards.com for tour and music info. And some totai!J 
hot pies. 
Right Hook: continued from Left Overs: continued from pg. 7 
pg.7 
a stagnant relic that does little more than 
create the illusion of parliamentary 
power when none exists in practice. It's 
an ineffective, unusable cure that can't 
even hope to address the root causes of 
judicial activism, much less the symp-
toms. Even a broken watch is right twice 
a day, and Martin's promise to overturn 
the notwithstanding clause is one of 
those rare moments for the Liberal Party. 
tion to change laws to reflect religious views. And let us not forget Stockwell Day, who 
could well be our foreign affairs minister. Do you really want Canada represented abroad 
by a guy who believes man coexisted with the dinosaurs? 
Add to this the smallest percentage of women and smallest percentage of ethnic 
minorities among major parties and it becomes clear this is not Canada's party. Tax cuts 
over real program solutions, trade priorities over helping most citizens, religious doctrine 
over constitutionally protected human rights. My advice to voters is not to be swayed by 
the current appearance of the party. They may be honest about what they are saying, but 
let's not forget what we already know about them. The Liberals may have been corrupt, 
and the NDP may be inexperienced, but they are far better prepared to meet the needs of 






"Top 5 albums of all time and in ~o particular order" 
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Fila Sharing is Aliva and Wall 
Brady Ehler, Internet Pirate 
Remember Napster? You know, the primitive centralized file sharing engine that distrib-
uted MP3 data for anyone with a computer and a connection to the Internet? I do. I 
remember waiting excitedly as my computer and its 56k modem downloaded one or even 
two songs at a steady 5 kilobytes per second. I remember how mischievously elated I felt 
as I listened to my slowly growing collection of random punk-rock MP3s. I remember 
feeling guilt for a little while, until I realized that the people I was downloading from all 
had more money then me. And besides I didn't have the money to bt!J their music any-
way. 
I have enjoyed free music, unburdened by a nagging conscience ever since. Through 
file sharing . . . you know, Lars was right, it's not "file sharing," it's ftle duplication. 
Anyways, through flie duplication, I have had the opportunity to expose myself to hun-
dreds of artists that I never would have been exposed to otherwise, from rock to jazz to 
hip-hop. I have been given the opportunity to enrich my life with free music of distin-
guished quality in a capitalist society, whose only meager legal offering of free music 
comes in the form of pop-garbage, or 100 infinitely repeated rock classics sandwiched 
between annoying commercials. 
Sadly, Napster's reign as a free source for MP3s ended in July of 2001, when it was 
sued by the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) and found guilty of 
copyright infringement, and was ordered to pay $36 million in reparations. In order to 
pay the reparations, Napster converted to a legal subscription-based system. It's still 
around today. 
Most of you probably know what happened to the state of popular file duplicating 
after Napster shut down, but for those of you who don't, here is a quick recap. People 
continued to trade files on IRC, which was being done even before Napster, but most 
people download from one of the slew of Napster clones. The most popular of these 
Napster knock-offs was Kazaa. 
By the time I got savvy to Kazaa, my parents had gotten a cable modem, and a com-
puter with a bigger hard drive. I was now able to download ten or more songs at once, 
and sometimes at speeds in excess of 1,000 kilobytes per second. If that wasn't enough, 
I now had the ability to download other types of files: gifs, jpegs, and "gasp" even the 
odd mpeg. Unfortunately, the bulk of flies were still MP3s, but this was ftne for me. 
Unlike most of my peers, I never had a huge appetite for internet porn. Kazaa never 
really got shut down, not yet, anyway, (though it is now illegal to use it in Australia) but 
became increasingly full of advertisements and spyware, it also became the target for sev-
eral lawsuits. 
Once individuals in the US started getting sued for flie duplication, there was a sharp 
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drop in available flies. This was the greatest blow struck upon Kazaa and its peers. It 
marked the end of flie duplication for many. It just wasn't worth the hassle anymore, and 
for many people, this still holds. Not for me, Internet piracy has never been better for 
those who known where to go. 
The next generation of flie sharing has arrived ... actually it has been around since the 
downfall of Napster, but is just now becoming known to the masses. For those of you 
who have been living under a rock, the best way to download files these days is with Bit 
Torrent. Bit Torrent is a simple program (available for free at www.bittorrent.com), 
which allows clients to connect to one another through torrent flies. Torrents are small 
flies, (about 8kb) which connect the user to peers. The user then downloads fragments of 
the flie they want from peers, while simultaneously uploading the information they have 
received. Since Bit Torrent is not a flie-searching program itself, one must ftnd a bit tor-
rent tracker fu:st. 
I know, I know, it sounds complicated, but it's really not that bad. It takes about 30 
seconds to download Bit Torrent itself, and there are some very good trackers out there. 
When I ftrst discovered Bit Torrent, I thought I was going to soil myself; I could now 
download whole albums (or packs of albums). But it didn't stop there; through torrent 
flies, people had begun duplicating movies in earnest, as well as large software programs 
and games. I was especially happy to discover that I could download entire seasons of 
HBO series. But here is the best part: through Bit Torrent, (as with many P2P programs) 
you can start and stop your downloads anytime you want. If you decide to download 
with torrent flies, remember to seed, (keep the torrent active, so you can upload the 
entire flie after you've finished downloading) or the tracker will deign yours a low priority 
IP address, which means your downloads will be slow (don't be a lecher). 
Well, now none of you have an excuse to be using those archaic flie-sharing pro-
grams like Morpheus or Kazza, except perhaps for want of a good tracker. Yep it's an 
old story, the king in the land of P2P invariably gets knocked off the mountain, as was 
the case with www.supernova.org, the former lord of all torrent trackers, fortunately for 
us, there is always and new king to succeed the old one, and today the king is The Pirate 
Bay, (www.thepiratebay.org) which is based in Sweden, where it is perfectly legal to track 
torrents. Perhaps the second best tracker is Isohunt, (www.isohunt.com.) . A slew or 
trackers vie for third place. Now that you're wise to the cutting edge, go forth and down-
load! Take advantage of free media while you can, because nothing this good lasts forev-
er. 
For more info, check out www.p2pforums.com 
E·SHARtNG 
Down and Dirty 
Vince Yim, OP Comic Book Guy 
Detective Deanna Ransome was the one of the 
only survivors after a drug sting went down, 
mercilessly gunning down seven gang members 
while three of her fellow officers were slain. 
Landing in suspension, her redemption comes 
in the form of a dangerous assignment. She is 
to retrieve former undercover officer Nick 
Rivers, who was originally assigned to infiltrate 
the Mendoza gang, but instead "went native" 
and now runs the gang. 
Warren Ellis (Transmetropolitain, The 
Authority) crafts an interesting read, if a bit thin 
at times. Lacking much of the social commen-
tary and humour of his previous works, Down 
tends to sacrifice substance for style, but it has 
style to spare. With its sexy-yet-tough-as-nails 
heroine and cinematic storytelling, Down is one 
of the coolest crime reads on the shel£ Ellis 
goes places that modern cop shows fear to 
tread, showing "good guys" that are willing to 
do just about anything to get the job done. 
Ransome being given a specific directive to 
murder four dirty cops to get closer to Rivers 
further illustrates this. 
Artists Tony Harris (Ex Machina) and Cully 
Hamner (Ba1111an: Tenses) have distincdy differ-
ent art styles, which makes the transition from 
the first issue to the second a bit rough. That 
aside, their art has a lot of visual appeal, cap-
turing every moment like the frames of a film 
reel. There is the tendency to indulge in blood-
shed at many points, with the violence being 
depicted in graphic detail (the first issue depicts 
disembowelment and castration by gunshot, 
while the second issue depicts somebody hav-
ing his throat torn out with a fork). Not sur-
prisingly, the book has a warning label on the 
front cover. 
Sadly, the book follows a disturbing trend in 
the comic book industry towards under-con-
densed storytelling and excessive padding, 
mostly for the purposes of repackaging in 
(more expensive) trade paperback compilations 
later on. Ultimately, very little happens in the 
first two issues and could have easily been com-
pressed into a tighter read spanning two-thirds 
of a single issue. Ellis clearly does not make the 
best use of the 22-page story format. While 
dedicating eight whole pages to a shoot out cer-
tainly looks cool, but doesn't really add much to 
the story. For $4.60 CDN per issue, there isn't a 
heck of a whole lot of bang for the proverbial 
buck. 
While definitely worth a glance, this series is 
difficult to recommend picking up due to its 
over-expanded storytelling style. Not enough 
happens in the two issues to make it worth-
while. 
Down (issues reviewed: #1 and #2) 
Written by Warren Ellis 
Art by Tony Harris (issue #1) and Cully 
Hamner (issue #2) 
Published by Image Comics / Top Cow 
Studios 
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What's Going Down 
Movills 
Hostel 
Directed by Eli Roth 
Three backpackers head to a Slovakian city that promises to 
meet their hedonistic expectations, with no idea of the hell that awaits them. 
Apparently the grossest film ever, it will make you think twice before trying to 
save money while traveling. 
Now Playing 
The N ew World 
Starring Colin Farrell 
A chronicle of the adventurous life of Captain John Smith (Farrell), who 
helped settle the colony of Jamestown, Virginia in 1607, and his relationship 
with Pocahontas (K.ilcher), the young Algonquian native who Smith claimed 
saved him from sure death. Like Pocahontas, but without wacky animals and 
singing. · 
N ow Playing 
Glory Road 
Starring Josh Lucas 
Texas Western coach Don Haskins (Lucas) and his all-black starting five head 




Buy an Ipod baby! 
Thaatra 
Urinetown, The Musical 
A musical parody of everything from corporate greed to musical theatre. 
Firehall Arts Theatre 
January 11-28 
Tix and info, call 604.689.0926 
Any Number Can Die 
Comedic takeoff on 1920's mystery plays. 
The ACT in Maple Ridge 
Tix $20, call604.476.2787 
The Hungry Season 
Story of missionary workers returning home to a family that no longer knows 
them. 
Pacific Theatre 
January 27-February 25 
Tix $14-28, call604.731.5518 
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s..-ots of a Caratakar 
By Paul Eddings, OP Contributor 
I sit down on the sofa and decline something to drink. As 
if using him as a shield from the rest of the living room, 
Sarah stands behind the La-z-boy chair where Mark, her 
new husband, sits. She folds and unfolds her hands; grabs 
Mark's shoulders then lets go. For the third time since I 
arrived, she says, "Marie's just in the bathroom, she'll be 
out any second," 
"No worries," I say for the third time. 
"You look just the same. Mom, doesn't he look just 
the same?" Sarah asks. 
"I don't remember." Roberta, the owner of this stuffy 
apartment, says. Sarah and Mark laugh nervously. I don't 
feel offended at all. 
"Sarah tells me you're a writer. That true?" Mark asks. 
"Yeah," I answer, "something like that." I'm not in the 
mood for idle chitchat. N ot in the least. Still, I try, "Sarah 
tells me you're a cop. That true?" 
"Yup." 
"Imagine that," Sarah says, "Marie's stepfather a cop." 
She laughs again. I smile. I get the irony-it's just not that 
funny anymore. 
We hear the bathroom door unlock and Sarah seizes 
up. The girl who walks out from the bathroom is a living 
skeleton. She's so thin I can see all her facial bones 
through her skin. Her hair is stringy and limp, her eyes are 
sunk into her skull, her teeth are yellowish brown and 
look almost transparent, and her bare feet are covered in 
open sores, blisters, and scabs. I stand up, trying to look 
strong, calm, and confident-yet aware that had I bumped 
into her on the street I would never have recognized her 
for the girl I spent four years with. 
Marie sees me slowly, as if trying to recognize some-
one in thick fog. "Oh ... yeah, okay ... wow." She moves in 
for a timid hug. I steal a glance at Sarah who's still stand-
ing behind the safety of the La-z-boy and wearing the 
happy, everything's-going-to-be-all-right grin of a desper-
ate mother who just can't give up on her daughter. Mark 
looks exactly like a deer caught in the headlights. Exactly. 
You didn 'I plan for moments like these when you married he'i 
did y ou? I think. 
Marie's embrace tightens, ' 'It's really you. I thought I 
dreamt that ... that, this after--earlier today, I-are you 
leaving?" 
''No, Sweetie," I say, ''Not just yet. I got an hour or 
two." 
''Isn't this a great birthday, Marie?" Sarah asks. "A day 
with your mom, grandma, Mark, and now Paul." 
Yeah1 thank.r1 A sshole1 I think, and immediately feel 
guilty. It's not her fault-! said I'd come over and visit. 
After four years I couldn't say no. Now that I was there 
and had seen the hideous abomination Marie had turned 
into, I couldn't stop wondering just what the hell Sarah or 
Roberta thought I would be able to do. Maybe nothing, 
but I suspected they hoped I could do something-any-
thing. I wasn't, though. I wasn't even going to try. 
The next two hours are long. Marie is a ghost of her-
self. When she first contracted HIV she was told if she 
took care of herself and took her medication she could 
have 10 to 15 years before she started to get sick. That 
was a pretty big "if." Instead of cutting out drugs she hid 
behind them-who am I to blame her? Her mind and 
cognitive abilities have been ravaged, and she quickly 
proves herself to be barely capable of stringing together a 
coherent sentence. 
Amid the stuttering, sudden laughing, and spontaneous 
crying, I truly recognize her for once-she glides silently 
up behind me and delicately takes my hand, as though it 
was fragile. It was just the way she always used to do it-a 
peculiar mannerism and nothing more. My heart doesn't 
break, but it does go out to her and her family. Maybe 
that's always been my problem. 
"There you are," I say. 
''What? I've been here since awhile ago," she says. 
''When did you get here?" 
''An hour ago." 
' 'Yeah? How . .. when did you and I last ... when?" 
' 'You were in the hospital. You were very pregnant." 
Marie laughs a short cackle, "Babies, babies, babies." 
An hour later Sarah suggests to Marie that perhaps it 
would be nice if I sat with her at an NA meeting. I say my 
polite goodbyes and leave. 
I immediately call Tanya, my best friend. She can tell 
by my voice that I need to spend some time with her, that 
I'm a little upset but basically okay, and that I'm not fuck-
ing around. She cancels her plans. I love her very much-
more than a friend but less than a girlfriend. In many ways 
we're perfect for each other. 
Before Christmas Tanya begins to pull away from me. 
She says things like, "I'm sorry, but I've got new friends 
now. Why can't you be happy for me?" 
"Pucker," I think. 
Over Christmas Tanya gets really sick-first with the 
flu and then with pneumonia. I go over on New Year's 
Day armed with essential oils from Sage, her favourite 
soup, the third season of The Fami!J Gl!), and a little 
known 70s cult film called Deathrace 2000. 
"It's got Sylvester Stallone in it," I tell Tanya over the 
phone. "It's about a cross-country race where you get 
points for running people over." It isn't a very hard sell. 
Once I'm there her father pulls me into the computer 
room. I've just bought a new Mac, and he gives me a 
monitor. Then he starts giving me software and explaining 
how to install it and use it. He's obviously nervous-to 
the point where his wife gets uncomfortable and leaves 
the room. If I didn't know any better, I'd have said he had 
a crush on me. But I know a lot better. 
"Close the door, Paul. We need to talk." 
I do so. 
''I need to ask you to stop smoking weed with my 
daughter." 
Fuck1 wf(y me? Wf(y does this shit alw~s get dumped on me? 
' 'I've cleaned up a lot," I say. "I rarely smoke weed 
anymore. I may be part of the problem, but I'm a small 
part." 
"Well, I think it's the perfect time. And I think you'll 
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agree. She needs to do something with her life. She can't 
survive on a minimum wage job. She needs to move out. 
But the dope's got her. But now that she's sick she hasn't 
left the house in two weeks, so she must have detoxed by 
now." 
Marie comes to mind-I'm almost personally offend-
ed. I feel like pointing out that you don't detox from 
weed, you just get a little bitchy for a few days. Besides, 
what the fuck do you know about it? I don't point it out 
though. Besides, I do agree with him-she has to stop. 
"Tanya needs to make that decision herself. I barely 
see her anymore." 
"I know, those girls in Aldergrove are bad for her-
they don't care about her, they just want to keep her on 
dope. It's part of their way." 
The conversation goes on. I'm honest with him about 
my feelings for Tanya and the lifestyle changes I'm Willing 
to make for her. "There's a real possibility though that if I 
refuse to smoke weed with her she'll just go somewhere 
else. Have you thought about that?" 
"We know you can do it, Paul." , 
Anger-! feel like asking him why Tanya needs to 
escape from her life? I feel like asking him if the fact that 
he is incapable of entertaining the idea that she's actually a 
lesbian and hasn't been going through a five-year phase 
might have contributed to her need to escape. I feel like 
asking him if the fact that he constantly reminds her how 
ashamed and embarrassed he is by her, and how afraid he 
is that her teenage sister will "follow in her footsteps" just 
might have contributed to her need to escape. 
I rejoin Tanya on the couch, slip under the quilt with 
her, and bring up the time her parents kicked her out of 
the house-two days after my roommate had given me 
her notice. Her parents knew she would end up at my 
place. "I was supposed to fuck you straight, wasn't I?" 
''That was pretty much their plan," she says. 
"I'm flattered by their faith." 
The afternoon turns into a BuitJ the Vampi,-e Sl~er 
marathon. Night rolls in and I decide to stay there. 
''The spare bedroom's free, right?" I ask. 
"Stay with me tonight," she says. "I want to hear your 
breath next to me." 
''You know the rules, Tanya," her father says. ''No 
boys in your bedroom with the door closed. Sorry." 
I cringe. Tanya's 23-years-old and flaming gay. Her sis-
ter is 17, and has been in her room with her 20-something 
boyfriend for days. 
As it turns out, Tanya decided that since she hadn't 
smoked any weed in so long she might as well keep it up. 
I'm genuinely happy and certainly won't be the one to 
tempt her into smoking again. She'll probably do that her-
self. 
Two days later I get an email from her father, thanking 
me for my brave decision to reclaim a life of sobriety with 
Tanya. I laugh out loud. 
Just what the hell do these people expect me to do? 
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Marriad and in tha Closat 
Jodi Shaw, The N avigator (Malispina University College) 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CUP)-''1 have a right to be happy, 
don't I?" Brady* asks. 
I nod. "Of course." 
At the table, we drink coffee and share a salad. 
''You're not wearing your wedding ring." 
He looks down at his hand, then back at me. ''Well, 
you know, marriage is tough." 
And for Brady, it probably is. Very tough-after all, 
he is married to a woman. 
Brady and I met when I was still in high school. He 
frequented the restaurant I worked at and was friends 
with my friend David.* In October 2000, David, who is 
"very gay," invited me to a party at his apartment. 
"Is it going to be a bunch of fags and me?" I asked. 
David laughed. ''A bunch of fags, Brady, and you." 
"Brady?" 
"He's not a fag, if you ask him," David replied. 
Until this point, I had known Brady for a year and 
had no idea he was gay. Months later, Brady confided in 
me. He told me he didn't want anyone to know, he did-
n't want to be treated like "one of them." 
In 1969, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau decriminal-
ized homosexuality. Since then, homosexuals have been 
fighting to be treated as equals; they want to get mar-
ried. In June 2005, Bill C-38, which legalizes gay mar-
riage nationwide, was passed by a 47 to 21 vote. The 
same-sex marriage controversy climaxed shortly after, 
when the House of Commons made Canada the third 
country to legalize same-s~x marriage with a vote of 
158 to 133. 
''I was relieved," Brady tells me. "It gives people the 
chance to love who they want to love and marry who 
they want to marry. That doesn't mean it will be easy, 
though." 
The legalization of gay marriage provides options 
that Brady didn't have when he got married two years 
ago. Brady met his wife, Laura* at a church barbecue 
and they immediately became friends. Brady's parents 
weren't shy-at 27 he should be thinking about settling 
down and starting a family-and they really liked Laura. 
"My family is Christian, my wife's family is 
Christian. They have strong beliefs," Brady says. He 
lowers his voice and leans towards me. "I rejoined the 
church a few years ago because I too have strong 
beliefs. I believe in being a good person and that God 
loves all his people. Even gays." 
"Do they know?" I ask. 
Brady laughs, "Of course not. And they wouldn't 
accept it either." 
I'm not so sure-Brady's parents, whom I met sev-
eral years ago at his birthday barbecue, are warm, 
friendly, and love their son. 
"I heard them talk (about Bill C-38). I know how 
they feel about (homosexuality): 'It's abnormal. It's per-
verted, a sin.'" 
Brady tells me that his entire family strongly oppos-
es same-sex marriage because it threatens the "tradition-
al definition of marriage" and goes against everything 
that is "natural." 
''They're not rude or vulgar about it. They don't say 
'fag' or 'queer'-but they don't think homosexuals can 
or should have families. If you can't procreate, you can't 
marry." 
Brady reaches into his pocket and pulls out his wal-
let. He opens it on the table. "My father thinks (homo-
sexuals) can't parent because (homosexuals) don't know 
their (gender) roles, they don't fit into a family." He 
smiles and pulls a picture out of his wallet. "If only he 
knew," he says and shows me a picture of his 19-
month-old child. "He thinks I'm a great father." 
''When I heard you got married, I was surprised." I 
look at him across the table, bite back a smile, and 
whisper, "I was like 'that silly homo, what's he doing 
with a girl?'" 
Thankfully, my attempt to get a laugh out of him is 
successful. Brady doesn't fit the stereotype of a gay 
male. Rather, he fits the stereotype of what is male-he 
likes cars, sports, beer, and working out. He started 
questioning his sexuality in high school. He played 
sports, was popular, and always had girls hanging 
around. He had a few girlfriends, but they never worked 
out. "I thought it was that our personalities just didn't 
mesh," he says. "Now I know it was because they had 
the wrong body parts." 
No one has ever questioned his 'maleness' or his 
sexuality-except for himself. "I've always been a man, 
but I've always been (gay). It's nice to talk to someone 
who knows." 
''Your wife?" I ask, thinking the obvious. "How can 
she not know?" 
"Our marriage is a fraud. She really loves me, I can 
feel it. It makes it worse. Reminds me everyday that 
while I love her, I don't love her the way I should. The 
way she thinks I do." 
He tells me about his child, who is "growing amaz-
ingly fast" and how incredible fatherhood is. "It 
changes everything. (My child) matters more to me than 
anything ever could. We're actually expecting another." 
I don't react. 
"I know," he says. "It's the right thing to do." 
I know what he means. He means the right thing to 
do is to preserve the "traditional definition of mar-
riage" even if it means denying himself. I beg to differ. 
But, as he reminds me, I am not in his shoes and I 
don't know what it's like. Baptized and raised Christian, 
Brady struggled for most of his life with his feelings 
and desires. Preserving the "traditional definition of 
marriage" is key to the argument against same-sex mar-
riage. 
Homosexual relationships and-marriages are a threat 
to the culturally constructed notion of marriage-that 
marriage is intended for procreation, is a life-long com-
mitment, and is "one man, one woman." 
"Divorce, adultery, and infertility threaten the tradi-
tional definition more than gays getting married," I say. 
"Maybe divorce should be illegal." 
"I suppose," Brady says. He shifts in his seat, frus-
trated. ''But I can't change the way people feel-the 
way people would react if they knew-I don't want to 
lose my family." 
"I wish I didn't know," I say. Other than myself, 
there are only three people Brady has confided in. ''You 
should be crazy in love and married to a man." 
"I have a right to be happy, don't I?" he says. 
"Of course." 
"If I go, I'm going to be that man that abandoned 
his wife and child. Children. I know that if I stay, I'm 
abandoning a part of myself. I love (my child) and my 
wife is wonderful. I know I'm lying to her and to my 
family .... " 
We don't discuss it any further. Brady and I finish 
our visit, hug, and promise to keep in touch, thankful 
that we stumbled into each other. He heads back to 
Victoria. In a few days, he'll fly home to his wife and 
child, where his public life presides; his inner life 
remains a secret. 
*Names have been changed. 
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Top Tan Raasons Why DLC is Hattar than tha Naw Wast Campus 
By Brady Ehler, Coquitlam Rep. 
You know, I've been hearing a lot 
of flak about the David Lam 
Campus (DLGfrecendy; snobbish 
and exclusive New Westers have 
been calling my home-town cam-
pus vile names, like "impish" and 
"highschoolesque." 
One person asked me why he 
knows that none of the David Lam 
students ever buy glasses in the 
Dispensing Optician's store. When 
I asked him why, he told me that if 
they had, they'd realize they were 
going to school in not so much a 
college as a shoebox with white-
boards. 
are secret study spaces by day, secret make-out 
spaces by night. When I first learned the 
secret, I was so shocked that I had to skip 
class ... to go home and cry away my horrible, 
horrible loneliness. 
7) It's not how big your college is, but how 
you use it 
There are a lot of advantages to going to the 
smaller campus; there is roughly the same 
amount of computers in the DL library as in 
the NW library, yet less students. There are 
shorter lines in the cafeteria, its easier to book 
an appointment for the Learning Centre, or 
counseling (not that I'd know, STOP JUDG-
ING ME!), and it also takes less time to get 
from one class to the other. You're in and out 
Another person had the tenacity in no time ... because you got mad control like 
to claim that David Lam is inferior that. 
to the New West Campus in every 
conceivable way. Rest assured, 
faithful readers, I gave this person 
stern tongue-lashing (in a com-
pletely non-sexual way, mind you). I 
realize that the New West Campus 
is the main branch of Douglas 
College, and as such, it is bigger 
and better than the DLC in a lot of 
ways, but the Coquidam campus 
does have some virtues of its own 
and since my original idea for the 
article this week didn't pan out 
(cough cough), I thought I'd list a 
few. So here are, in ascending 
order, the top-ten reasons why the 
David Lam campus is better than 
New West campus. 
10) David Lam is environmen-
tally friendly 
Yep, right there in the concourse 
there is a big bin for recycled bat-
teries. Do you have a battery bin, 
New West? What's that? No? Oh. 
Oh well, I guess you don't care 
about the environment. Yeah, the 
en-vi-ron-ment, you know-where 
IJJe live. Jerks. 
9) DLC's got Red Berries, bitch 
Right there in the concourse. Red 
Berries. No, it's not delicious vine 
fruit; it's a shop for delicious cof-
fee. But Brady, you might say, New 
West has a coffee place in the 
upper cafeteria, to which I would 
reply, yeah, but is it called "Red 
Berries?" I think not. 
8) Secret make-out spaces 
Yes sir. They are on the top level, 
hidden in secret passageways. They 
6) David Lam's got all the right curves 
The DLC is, simple put, a sexy-looking cam-
pus, unlike the gigantic and unattractive New 
West campus with its boxy form and clumsy 
features. In fact, I'm going to take DLC on a 
date, and drive by the New West campus just 
to make it jealous. 
5) Concourse made for chillin' 
The David Lam concourse is heated, it has 
tables, and huge, plush chairs for lounging. 
You all know what the competition is like. 
Need I say more? 
4) Free phone calls 
You heard right. The DLC has two, count 'em 
two courtesy phones for your convenience-
one in the concourse and one in the adjacent 
hallway. To be fair, I'm not sure whether the 
New West campus has courtesy phones or 
not. If so, then they are hidden deep within 
the recesses of the campus, where few dare to 
tread. 
3) Superior location 
The DLC is located on the scenic fringes of 
downtown Coquidam and is within walking 
distance of a huge park and recreational area, 
which contains a skate-park, basketball courts, 
a BMX track, etc. It is also within walking dis-
tance of the aquatic centre, the public library, 
the mall, and the bus loop. What does New 
West have in answer? Concrete and drug 
addicts. Oh, and a massive hill to walk up 
every day. Awesome. 
(Hry Gf!Y, never underestimate the recuperative powers 
of crack and Scru.ffj McGuire's.-Ed) 
2) Other courses 
The David Lam campus offers some courses 
that aren't available in New West. But Brady, 
you might say, "New West has many more 
courses available than Coquidam," to which I 
would reply, "Shut up you commie pinko bas-
tard." 
1) More earthquake resistance 
As my Geology 1121 professor pointed out, 
when the big one hits, students in the New 
West campus are "screwed." Granted, much of 
the glass was replaced by Plexiglas, so when 
the massive, imminent earthquake hits, stu-
dents no longer face the threat of being sliced 
open by falling shards of glass. Unfortunately, 
they still run the risk of being crushed to 
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The Captain 
By Brian McLennan, OP Sports Editor 
As young kid in the quiet suburb of Scarborough, the win-
tertime always magnified the excitement of the hockey sea-
son. By this time in January, the snow packed side streets 
provided the ideal conditions for a good after school street 
hockey game among the neighbourhood kids. We would 
slap on layers of heavy sweatshirts and pants on top of our 
full body long johns, lace up our boots, stuff our fingers in 
our gloves, and grab our hockey sticks. 
Despite the teeth chattering cold and the cheek numb-
ing winds, there would be 15 or more kids crowding the icy 
asphalt street imitating their favorite hockey stars. One of 
the names that was always taken first was a guy by the name 
of Mark Messier. 
Even though I never knew what he actually looked like, 
I knew he was the #11 on the blue and orange jersey of the 
Edmonton Oilers ... and he was good. 
Well, on Thursday, January 12, 2006, in front of an 
appreciative Madison Square Gardens (MSG) crowd, the 
New York Rangers retired the jersey of Mark Messier. The 
six-time Stanley cup winner, two-time leading scorer, two-
time Hart Memorial Trophy winner and 16-time All-Star 
and 25-year veteran of the NHL was emotional as ''A 
Celebration of The Captain" ceremonies unfolded. 
As one of the biggest sports icons Edmonton had ever 
produced, Messier created a legacy within the Oilers fran-
chise alongside his talented teammates, Wayne Gretzky and 
Paul Coffey. "We had a lot of great players, and he was the 
heart and soul of that club," said Rangers' General Manager 
Glen Sather, Messier's first NHL coach in Edmonton. 
"One of the toughest decisions I had to make was 
when we traded him to New York from Edmonton," he 
continued. 
The October 4, 1991, trade to the New York Rangers 
for Bernie Nicholls, Steven Rice, and Louie Debrusk was 
instigated at the request of Messier. At the age of 30, 
Messier wanted a new challenge. "You have to under-
stand ... when I was 30 years old, I was ready for just about 
anything that anybody could throw at me," said Messier 
during his Wednesday afternoon press conference. ''I was 
ready for the challenge of winning another Stanley Cup." 
And he did just that. In 1994, after a 54-year drought in 
Rangers' history, Mark Messier led New York to a Stanley 
Cup victory and won over some of the toughest fans in the 
world in New York City by breaking "The Curse." 
"I remember saying to myself as the crowd roared when 
I was introduced as captain before my first home game as a 
Ranger, 'I will die trying to bring the Stanley Cup to the 
fans of New York.' And with that Ovation on opening 
night, a relationship began with you that I will never forget 
and I will cherish forever." 
Judging from the response from the "Garden Faithful," 
it was evident the love the people of New York had for 
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Mark Messier hasn't lessened. Fans poured in the MSG in 
droves, filling its 18,000 seats to the brink, as the ceremony 
was the hottest ticket in town. 
"God Bless you, MESS!" one fan wrote on a sign as his 
jersey ascended to the rafters of immorality. The outpour 
of emotion happened well before the on-ice ceremony ever 
began. On the New York Rangers official website, they had 
"11 Days of Messier" with clips, articles, and highlights of 
his illustrious career. Farewell wishes jammed networks as 
over 400 emails were posted to "The Captain." 
"He was one of my favorite players growing up," said 
current NHL superstar and Calgary Flames' captain, Jarome 
Iginla. Iginla was fortunate to witness Messier win five 
Stanley Cups with the Edmonton Oilers. 
"I watched him a lot of him," Iginla remembers. Even 
though Iginla had the opportunity to play against Messier 
near the end of his career, he remembers the veteran as 
being "very intense and physical." 
"He didn't put up with too much from anybody. 
Whether you were a big guy or a small guy, you didn't get 
away with anything." Iginla recalls about ''The Captain." 
Messier has always been known for his tough-looking 
demeanor, with the square jaw line, shaved head, and cold 
dark eyes. His long-running and popular commercials with 
Lays potato chips have made Messier an even bigger house-
hold name. His signature laugh was made famous by the 
commercial where an intimidating Messier loses a bet with a 
young fan that dares Messier by saying, "Betcha just can't 
have one." 
Well, the same can be said about Messier's career, one 
was never enough. His success, professionalism, and charis-
ma are unmatched and unparalleled. He has been to the 
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Fri. Jan. 20 
Volleyball vs. Camosun 
(New West,BC) 
Women: 6pm, Men: 7:30pm 
Basketball @ Camosun 
(Victoria, BC) 
Women: 6:30pm, Men: 8:15pm 
Badminton 
Capilano Tournament 






Sat. Jan. 21 
Volleyball vs. Camosun 
(New West,BC) 
Women: 6pm, Men: 7:30pm 
Basketball @ Camosun 
(Victoria, BC) 
Women: 6:30pm, Men: 8:15pm 
Badminton 
Capilano Tournament 










To know when and where to vote, consult your voter 
Information card. It Includes all the information you'll 
need to use your right to vote, and you'll get through 
the voting process more quickly if you have it with yoiL 
Votlnq hours for your pollinCJ station are indicated 
on your voter information card and on the Elections 
Canada Web site at www.electlons.ca by clicking on 
the Voter Information Service Icon. 
\N\IV\N.elections.ca 
3 4 5 
10 11 12 
17 18 19 
THIS MONDAY, VOTE. 
If you haven't received this card, you are probably not on 
the voters list. To be able to vote, all you have to do is go to 
your polling station on election day, January 23, and present 
an official document that includes your name, address and 
signature. If you do not have such a document, you will be 
given the opportunity to swear that you are eligible to vote 
at the polling station you are in, as long as you are 
accompanied by a voter registered in the same polling 
division who can vouch for your identity. 
1 800 463-6868 'toll-free in Canada and 'the Uni'ted S'ta'tes 
001 800 514-6868 'toll-free in Mexico 
liJ TTY 1 800 361-8935 for people who are deaf or hard of hearing 
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The path qou choose can make all the difference. 
jCOMPUTER SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY I is one of many areas of study in Computing and IT. 
At BCIT we offer a unique blend of academic learning and real ski lls - a balance that ensures our graduates 
leave with the confidence they can succeed. Our programs are developed with input from industry leaders and 
taught by committed and experienced instructors to ensure our students have relevant knowledge and skills 
to contribute from day one. If you're at a point where you want to obtain a degree or diploma, establish a 
career or simply build on your existing skills call604-434-1610 or go to www.bcit.ca for more information. 
Visit our Open House April 7 and 8 at the BCIT Burnaby Campus. 
A POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION 
BUSINESS & MEDIA, COMPUTING & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, APPLIED & NATURAL SCIENCES, HEALTH SCIENCES, TRADES 
.. 
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World Masters Volleyball Games Journal 
Mike Sapic, OP Contributor 
At last May's Canadian Masters Nationals in 
Vancouver, Ian Allan of the AVA told me 
that my team should enter the World Masters 
Games in Edmonton, in July. After I asked 
him what those Games were, and he 
explained that over 20,000 athletes competed 
in this, the largest "Games" in the world, my 
curiosity was piqued. It sounded great! 
However, there was the issue of cost, get-
ting time off work, getting organized, getting 
commitment from all the guys, and a short 
time frame-the deadline for entrance was in 
a week! Plus, there was .a nagging uncertainty: 
Would it be worth it? When I asked Ian 
about that, he replied, "If you go, you'll be 
hooked! You'll want to go again!" Well, we 
went, and yes, we're hooked. Here's our 
story .. .. 
Not all of the guys could make World 
Masters however. We needed some power 
hitter help, and we got it from Steve "Pickle" 
(don't ask) Oliver, an old beach doubles and 
club buddy, who had moved to BC's frozen 
north. The other key addition to our group 
was Mike Perra, a UBC alumni and possibly 
the world's largest libero, who gave us the 
enthusiasm, talk, and passing that every good 
team needs. 
In Edmonton, we were accredited and 
properly welcomed with a live band and beer 
gardens. Not knowing what to expect at the 
tournament, our goal was obviously to play 
well, but also to have fun. After all, it was a 
fOad trip. As most of us know, however, bal-
ancing fun and competition is the key to a 
successful road trip. ''Winning" the social, 
usually means losing the tournament. 
The tournament venue was impressive-
U of Alberta's cavernous "Butterdome," 
which featured two rows of six courts, side 
by side, with bleachers all around. Athletes 
from all over the world in their various age 
divisions were on assigned courts. Everybody 
watched the Brazilian women, of course, but 
the Canada-Russia womens' 45-49 was 
intense. And the cold war was re-enacted all 
over again in the USA-Russia men's over 60 
final, when the Americans "forgot" to tell the 
Russians that they were going to start warm-
up hitting as the Russians were peppering! 
The bodies may age, but the competitive fires 
never die! 
Our first day was a mixed bag. We lost, 
playing poorly against North Peace, but made 
up for it with a big win against Australia. 
Dean Witter, an old beach and club buddy, 
picked it up big time in that match. 
Day two of the round robin saw us win 
both our matches, with the boys determined 
to have an excellent day. Bob Smith, a five-
year UBC alumnus, and Sukh Khaira, a 
Vancover Community College All-Canadian 
(and guys who I had coached in the past!) 
dominated in the middle. Probably the oddest 
feeling of the tournament for both Bob and I 
was when he mentioned that having me hit at 
him during our five minute warm-up remind-
ed him of Provincial Team days, when he 
was a 16-year-old with more character than 
skill! 
The third day of the tournament was the 
beginning of the double knock-out. As num-
ber one seeds, we were feeling good about 
ourselves, but not so good after we lost 15-13 
in the third game of our match with 
Manitoba. Many of us had "won" the social 
the night before, I think. The guys were upset 
and there was plenty of grumbling. After a 
big loss, a good team will respond with a 
great effort, however. And we needed to, as 
every match from then on was an elimination 
match; we would have to win six straight 
matches to win the World title! 
Maybe it was a shock we needed. The 
boys got to work. Reed Umlagh, an old 
Dalhousie foe (beat my UVIC team at CIAU 
Nationals in 86!) was at the top of his all-
round game, serving, passing and blasting 62s 
from the right side. Dave Blue, his hamstring 
still sore from a bronze medal high jumping 
performance, showed plenty of fire on the 
court and leadership on the sidelines, as he 
took over the coaching from me. I had hurt 
my knee. The sport-court-on-concrete play-
ing surface was taking its toll. We won all 
three matches that day; we had three more to 
win on day four. 
On the fourth day, bolstered by ice bags 
and plenty of "vitamin I," we kicked into 
high gear. The benefit of playing extra 
matches on day three was that rusty skills 
were now razor sharp. Also, the motivation a 
competitor gets with a gold medal dangling 
as bait is not to be underestimated. I truly 
believe that while athleticism and skill are 
important in volleyball, the desire to win 
trumps all other considerations. When I had 
to set Sukh Khaira his 51s a foot higher than 
I normally do, as he turned back the clock to 
jump like he did in college, I knew something 
special was happening. Win or lose, this 
group would be at its best. 
On that final day, we repaid Manitoba 
with 2-0 low-teens shellacking, and faced 
Edmonton's Tekila in the all-Canadian final. 
The match was hard-fought, but we took it 
25-23 and 25-16. I still remember almost 
every point, with every guy taking his turn to 
make a "highlight-reel" play. Experiencing the 
power and beauty of a true team effort and 
peak performance in a championship game is 
what we all aspire to. It's a feeling our group 
will cherish forever, and certainly for the next 
four years. As World Masters Champions, 
(35-39 age group) it's going to be awfully dif-
ficult to resist Australia 2009. 
Classifieds 
Submit Classifeds to classifieds at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifieds up 
to 30 words, email: 
othereditor@yahoo.ca with your 
name, student number, and 
desired sectiop., and put "classi-
fied" in the subject line. 
Fast Cash Ads: 3 lines, 3 times 
for $20 (30 words max). Open 
rate of $5 per line. Enquiries: 
call our advertising manager at 
604.525.3542. 
Pictures 
Classified pictures are $10 each 
printing. The picture size is 
3.5cm x 2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
following Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for errors and 
please call or email our offices 
to report any corrections. To 
ensure the integrity of our stu-
dent newspaper, we reserve the 
right to revise, reclassify, edit, or 
refuse your ad. 
For Sala 
Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts, $5 and up. Email 
redcoat1812@hotmail.com. 
Complete P4 system with 256MB 
DDR400, 80GB HDD, 16x DVD±RW & 
K/M/ S for only $399. FREE exchange 
K / M/ S for 512MB RAM. Everything 
BRAND NEW. Contact Andre at acepc-
canada@gmail.com if interested. 
Herbal products to improve your health. 
Choose an alternative to conventional 
medicine. Safe and easy to use. Contact 
Alex at natural_cures@hotmail.com or 
604.589.8728 
God curse all you rotten crude people with your 
machetes, clubs, and guns whi have no other 
way to express yourselves other than battering 
some poor soul. 
Last Call 
Amanda Aikman, OP Columnist 
Sarvicas 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for 
essays, thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
or editor888@hotmail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, and edi-
tor can help with English 130, 106, 112, 
and 109; also Business Communications, 
reports, letters, and resumes. Quality guar-
anteed. The Writer's Touch, www.writer-
stouch.net 604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. 
Every alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, 
New West campus. For more info, contact 
Mary Rose Labandelo: 604.526.1735 
Wantad 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly 
Planned Parenthood) is looking for volun-
teers to assist on the Facts of Life Line, a 
toll-free, confidential, sexual health infor-
mation and referral resource line. Call 
604.731.4552 ext. 224, or visit 
www.optionsforsexualhealth.com. 
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AVID HALO 2 PLAYER Need to have 
Halo2 game and XBOX Live. Please contact 
by email. Jamie Campbell. Jamie 
Campbell12345@hotmail.com 
WATER POLO Players Wanted 
Students interested in participating 
in Intramutal/ Varsity Douglas Water Polo 
call: (604)777-6029(ext# 3) or 
email:sessionpolo@yahoo.ca 
for more information. 
Teach English 
Overseas 
~«-, . ... _. 
• Intensive 60-Hour Program 
• Classroom Management Techniques 
• Detailed Lesson Planning 
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials 
• Internationally Recognized Certificate 
• Teacher Placement Service 
• Job Guarantee Included 
• Thousands of Satisfied Students 
OXFORD 
SEMINARS 
780-428-8700 /1-800· 779-1779 
www.oxfordseminars.com 
Okay everyone; we're well stuck into January now, so how are those New Years' resolu-
tions coming along? Have you all quit smoking, lost ten pounds, and faithfully consumed 
your daily rations of five-to-ten servings of fruits and vegetables? You have? That's super! 
You deserve a reward. 
So join me, and we can all give up together. It doesn't work if only some of us cave-
the last thing quitters need are a bunch of self-righteous non-quitters looking down on 
them. Don't worry about being judged by others for your lack of will power or diminish-
ing health and appearance-it's not your fault, it's society's. Yes,· society's. 
What type of reward? Well, really, living well is its own reward, isn't it? So just keep on 
keepin' on and you're guaranteed to continuously reap the benefits of your newfound 
lifestyle. 
As for the rest of us, well, we're pretty much doomed, so we might as well enjoy our 
fall from grace. Hey, I don't make the rules; I just adhere to the ones that benefit me. 
So, to everyone who has recently slipped from non-smokers to "only-when-I-drink" 
smokers to "just-at-work" smokers to "fuck-it-pass-the-ashtray" smokers, I say: 
smoke'em if you got'em. To all of those people who've been subsisting on cabbage soup 
and garden salads with fat-free dressing on the side for the past 18 days--don't panic. If 
you leave now, you can still find plenty of holiday chocolates available at clearance prices. 
And, if you've done something rash like purchased a gym membership, well I suppose you 
could still go just to hangout and watch strangers shower. 
Society is trying to keep us down. To turn us all into a herd of pink-lunged, tofu eaters 
with toned abs. But we're not like the others, ate we? We're not going to fall in line and let 
society win. Oh sure, we may live longer, but at what cost? Doesn't society realize how 
cool we look when we smoke? Hasn't society ever enjoyed a hearty breakfast of chocolate 
doughnuts and margaritas? Isn't it time society admitted that watching television from a 
treadmill is not the same as watching it from the couch? Oh it's time baby, it's time. 
So put down that celery, tear off that nicotine patch, and wide in those cross-trainers 
for a pair of hot stilettos-'cuz we're going to celebrate the new New Yeat, and this one 
won't be followed by an unrealistic guilt-inducing period of self deprivation. 
No, 2006-B will be all about you doing what you want to do when you want to do it. 
That may mean you will be fat and cancer-ridden in 2007-but you'll bridge that cross 
when you're nailed to it. 
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